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Spotlight On: StageCoach Improv
Posted by Amanda Hamedany on June 18th, 2013 @ 15:23 PM

A new kind of team building and corporate skills training has found a home in Back Bay.  StageCoach Improv
helps its clients develop key business and communication skills, and healthy, productive working
relationships through improvisation and play.  Founded on the belief that through laughter, people learn and
create more value in their working relationships, StageCoach Improv connects coworkers to increase
productivity, workplace satisfaction, and creativity.

“I was always inspired by the comedic improv moments that happened during my sales, marketing, and
business development career,” says Rob DiNinni, the organization’s founder.  “I decided to open StageCoach
Improv to train and perform improv and sketch comedy to further bridge the world of improv and business
through interactive entertainment and humor.  I want to make a difference in people’s lives through comedy
and cultivating emotional intelligence through the power of improv and play.”

StageCoach Improv offers a bevy of services, including: Corporate Skills Training, focusing on leadership,
communication, presentation and storytelling, and conflict management; Team Building Playtime, aimed at
fostering teamwork humor, creative collaboration, and trusted relationships; and Interactive Entertainment,
featuring improv and sketch comedy, video and short film productions, and emcee and hosting services.
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Next Event - October 11th, 2015

Boston Symphony Orchestra
Fall Parks Concert Series
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StageCoach Improv with the Hilton Boston Back Bay

The organization also focuses on greater community building with their efforts to promote the arts, food
health and safety, and environmental sustainability.  They also volunteer their time with schools like Boston
Latin School to create PSAs for the school’s annual climate change summit.

“Back Bay is a vibrant and supportive community that offers so much value to entrepreneurs with a growing
cultural and arts scene,” explains Rob DiNinni.  “It’s all about the people who live and care for the
neighborhood, as I have for ten years – that’s why we do what we do in Back Bay,”

To learn more about StageCoach Improv and how to book their services, please click here.
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